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Emotional analysis 

 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by Goura Fotadar 

Date typed up: 91817 

p.166 source : article : TIME TRAVEL IN THEORY  

AND PRACTICE by Stan Love 

 

The Diagram of what should be: Modern Counseling 

fiction? : “time travel” from regular science;  

Or writing (x) - no  
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          | 

         \/ 

time 

Perhaps writing 

In this conundristic  

Balance; is an 

Issue to solve 

The needed 

Resolution to the 

Dilemma ;  “time travel”  

 

tag[s]: basic linguistics design box 

 

Draw a “wormhole” “time machine” 

Is this a -- an element, facet or can be of “space”  
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Imagine this application to fiction; and-or as sort of described  

on p.170 (cited) ; the “wormhole time machine”  

Is also a room’s view ; 

If you want? 

| 

\/ 

Then if you want? 

Using a sequence 

Of time? 

Insert from reading this [even in some portion] 

Article what might be a definition of time 

You have one variation of more than one room’s view; 
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And the basic entry into a creation of space parallels. 

But then you could or not 

Then? Rather than or not 

Than you migh’ also have
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self model: [goura model] 

I pick this variety for now at least: 

 

Flowering bucket g.f. 1 [see image/s of] 
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Time 1 space 1 = 

goura 1 

= 

G age, or relative age [to now]: 

G primary activity = 

g primary recalled  

emotional state =  

 

------------------------- 

Same diagnostic  
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Time16 space16= 

Goura 16 

= 

G … 

G … 

Explain “time travel” 

Thru analysis of  

The two, three or  

However 

Many:  
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2nd paragraph  cited: p.168 

On this cited: 

Page;  

Sounds like the experience 

Of being in jail 

And-or prison: 

“ … whose capsules 

Fell all the way from  

The Moon.”  

Back to Earth: [?] 

Also do oui know that 

“relative—“ ly 

To here [of that 

Which to compare to] …  

R “stars” heavy.  

Time1space1 = 

Goura 1 = 

G age: 6 

G primary activity : reading analysis + comprehension  

G primary recalled emotional state = is mental state, thinking.  

 

Time 16 space 16 = 

Goura 16  

G age : 21 

G primary activity : work 
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G primary recalled emotional state: [functional enough] survival  

 

[more to come in near future postings!] 
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